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An Approach for the Reduction of Unwanted Edges 

in Contour Detection Based on Local Filtering 

Hadi Kolivand, Azita Souri 

Abstract: In this paper, an approach for the reduction of 

unwanted edges in contour detection based on local filtering is 

presented. Our approach can be used as a preprocessing step 

before contour detection. Also our approach is useful for object 

recognition based on feature extraction tasks, because many 

contour detection methods can’t delete all unwanted edges 

carefully. Our method consists of a computational algorithm that 

has 7 steps. Including smoothing, edge detection, smoothing, 

decreasing of pixels, thresholding, local filtering, and mask 

creation respectively. We use smoothing for adhering neighbor 

edge pixels and weakening alone edge pixels. So we can amplify 

the correct edge pixels and attenuate unwanted edge pixels by 

smoothing the edge image. In local filtering, we use a proposed 

casual template that determines noisy regions and correct regions 

and therefore can create a mask matrix that its elements related to 

mentioned regions. Finally we can use the "mask matrix" for 

improving contours by using a “And” operator and we ensure final 

contour that has a few context effect. 

Keywords: Contour Detection, Edge Detection, Unwanted Edge, 

Local Filtering 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Contour detection is a very important task in object 

recognition. Because many object recognition methods are 

based on contour analysis. So we must have an efficient and 

noiseless contour before object recognition. Edge detection is 

the same as contour detection but there are differences. All 

edges of the image in edge detection are detected but in 

contour detection, only the edges of the object are detected. 

Thus one method for contour detection is eliminating 

unwanted edges in the edge images. Many edge detection 

algorithms have been reported, whiles most of the edge 

detectors do not distinguish between object contours and 

edges provided from textured regions [5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 18, 

19] so that their result contains many unwanted edges which 

make up part of the texture. Although there are various 

contour detection methods but can’t delete all edges of texture 

carefully. Also in before years some people worked on 

improving contour detection methods.  
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Such as auto thresholding, increasing of correct edges, 

reduction of unwanted edges, generalizing edge detection, 

etc. In a paper, the honey bee mating optimization (HBMO) 

algorithm is used to improve the detection of the concave 

region connected with the control points of active contour 

[15]. In other work, a geometric active contour model without 

re-initialization for color images is proposed that use 

directional information about edge location and improved 

geodesic active contour for extraction of contours [22]. 

Finally, in another paper a geometric active contour model 

without re-initialization that can be used for grey and color 

image is proposed [23].  

     For showing unwanted edges in a contour image, some 

provided contours from a butterfly image by various methods 

are shown in figure 1. where “a” is the real image, “b” is 

desired output, “c” is the contour obtained by the Gabor 

energy operator [8], “d” is the contour obtained by the 

anisotropic inhibition operator, “e” is the contour obtained by 

the isotropic inhibition operator [16, 1] and “f” is the contour 

obtained by the proposed method in [18]. So we see in all 

approaches that there are unwanted edges in contours 

obtained and there are differences between desired contour 

and each of these.   

Our approach is a model for the reduction of unwanted edges 

provided by textured regions. Proposed model consist of a 

computational algorithm that include 7 steps.  Our proposal 

can be used as a preprocessing step before contour detection 

for eliminating unwanted edges. It’s shown in figure 2. We 

assume input image is grayscale that the value of each pixel 

is between 0 and 255. In our approach, we first provide an 

edge image from the origin image then smooth the edge 

image to adhering neighbor pixels and weakening alone 

pixels and then delete the alone pixel and weaken traces that 

we use the proposed casual template for it. In the next step, 

we get a mask matrix from the previous step image. The mask 

matrix corresponds to real contour regions, So any elements 

of the mask matrix that correspond to the neighbor of the real 

contour, are set to 1, and other are set to 0. For improving 

contours, we can use a "And" operator with the mask matrix 

and the contour matrix as inputs and the result will be the 

contour with a few unwanted edges. We illustrate our 

approach in the next section explicitly. 

II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

figure 3 shows proposed algorithm. It’s supposed that the 

input image is a grayscale image. We used “Visual Basic 6” 

programming software for the implementation of our 

algorithm. The demonstration of each flowchart block is 

added in further sections. 
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Fig. 1. Different Butterfly Contours Obtained by Various 

Operators 

 
Fig. 2. Our Approach as a Preprocessing Task 

 

Fig. 3. The Flowchart of Our Algorithm and the 

Parameter of Each Step 

A. Image smoothing 

Any binary image consists of many black and white points 

[1]. Also, any image has many tiny noisy (grind noise) pixels 

that produce in photography time or preprocessing tasks. 

Perhaps the best approach for deleting tiny noise is 

smoothing. The below procedure shows average filtering that 

smoothes the input image. 

FOR  X=0  TO  (b1)-1 

 FOR Y=0 TO  (b1)-1 

  SUM=PIXEL(X,Y)+SUM 

 NEXT  Y 

NEXT  X 

AVERAGE(0,0)=SUM /(b1)^2 

Where b1 is averaging window, PIXEL is the input matrix 

and AVERAGE is the output matrix (smoothed image). A 

sample for b1=15 is shown in figure 4. It’s important that the 

value of b1 is very large in this sample. We select b1=5 in 

many of our experiments. There is an optimum value for b1 

that is obtained by trial and error. 

 

Fig. 4. A sample for image smoothing with b1=15 

 

Fig. 5. A sample for edge detection with t1=16 

 

Fig. 6. A Sample for Edge Smoothing With b2=5 

 
Fig. 7. Two Sample for Pixel Decreasing Step. Images Left to Right Correspond to Smoothed Edge Image, Output for 

b=10 and Output for b=20. 
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Fig. 8. Two Samples for the Thresholding step. Images left to Right Correspond to Decreased Pixel Image, Output for 

t2=185 and Output for t2=165. 

 

B. Edge detection 

There are many edge detection methods that have different 

performances and FOM [2, 3, 4, 9, 21]. Such as Sobel, Canny, 

Prewitt, Tsai, et al, Robert, etc. but for convenience we use a 

simple and efficient edge detector that is based on 

neighborhood comparison for any pixel. Where “bw” is the 

input image (grayscale image that is smoothed.), “edge” is the 

output image (edge image). Also “t1” is the threshold 

parameter. We can provide a suitable edge image by adjusting 

“t1”. The below procedure repeat for all pixel of the input 

image and for any input, the pixel value of the edge matrix is 

computed. If edge(x,y) is equal to 0, it means an edge 

point(black pixel) and If edge(x,y) is equal to 1, it means a 

non edge point(white pixel). A sample is shown in figure 5. 

We select t1=16 in this sample.   

  If (Abs(bw(x, y) - bw(x + 1, y)) > t1) Then 

    edge(x, y) = 0 'black pixel as a edge point 

    Else 

    If (Abs(bw(x, y) - bw(x, y + 1)) > t1) Then 

      edge(x, y) = 0 'black pixel as a edge point 

      Else 

      If (Abs(bw(x, y) - bw(x + 1, y + 1)) > t1) Then 

        edge(x, y) = 0 'black pixel as a edge point 

        Else 

        If (Abs(bw(x, y) - bw(x - 1, y + 1)) > t1) Then 

          edge(x, y) = 0 'black pixel as a edge point 

          Else 

          edge(x, y) = 255 'white pixel as a non edge point 

        End If 

      End If 

    End If 

  End If 

C. Edge smoothing 

In this section, the input image is an edge image from the 

previous section that consists of “0” pixels as edge points and 

“255” pixels as non edge points. Edge smoothing cause 

adheres neighbor edge pixels and weaken alone edge pixels. 

So we can amplify correct edge pixels and attenuate 

unwanted edge pixels by smoothing the edge image that is 

implemented by the average filter or other methods. In this 

paper, we use an algorithm similar to section 2.1 and with b2 

as an averaging widow. A sample is shown in figure 6 that is 

obtained with b2=5; And is an optimum value for b2. 

D. Decrease of pixel 

In this step, the number of pixels of edge image is reduced. 

Because It is required for next section. In fact, we require a 

limited number of pixels in a special zone for future filtering 

tasks [13]. In other word, we want to fulfill data reduction by 

averaging a group of neighbor pixels (located in a window) 

and placing the average of these in a block as a new pixel. 

This procedure is done for all pixels and finally an image is 

produced that these new pixels are members of that. The 

length of the window is very important in this case because 

we use a casual template in the next section that has 7*7 

dimensions, and the size of the output image in this section 

must be tenfold of the casual template approximately. In 

general, pixel decreasing ratio and casual template dimension 

are related to the size of unwanted edges. We use following 

procedure for pixel decreasing. Where “b” is the pixel 

decreasing ratio, “A” is the input image and “B” is the output 

image. We select b=10 in our experiments. Two samples for 

b=10 and b=20 are shown in figure 7.   

For x=0  To  700  step b 

For  y=0  To 700 step b 

For i = x   To   x + b – 1 

For j = y   To   y + b – 1 

q = q + A(i, j) 

Next j 

Next i 

B(x,y)=q / (b^2) 

Next  y 

Next  x 

E. Thresholding  

In previous section, we have obtained the reduced-pixel 

edge image created by smoothed edge image. Some pixels 

have small value (weak point or dim point) and another has 

major value (strong value or shiny point). Weak points are 

the result of noisy and unwanted edges and must be deleted 

whiles strong points indicate the correct edge and must be 

reminded. For eliminating weak points we use the 

thresholding procedure as follows:  

If B(x,y) > t2  Then 

 B(x,y)=255 ‘white pixel 

 Else 

 B(x,y)=0 ‘black pixel 

Endif 

Where “t2” is threshold level that must be selected carefully. 

Two samples for t2=185 and t2=165 are shown in figure 8. 

For convenience in future sections we convert the output 

image in this section to a negative binary image as follows:  
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If B(x,y)=255  Then 

 B(x,y)=0 ‘as a white pixel   

 Else 

 B(x,y)=1 ‘as a black pixel 

Endif  

F. Local filter and "Mask Matrix" creation  

We can use various methods for local filtering. In general, 

there are two types of methods: “Computational filtering” and 

“Neural filtering”.  The implementation of the first method is 

simple than the other methods and therefore we proposed a 

new approach to it. Consider a casual template with a d*d 

dimension that consists of d^2 elements. For example, the 

casual template with 7*7 dimensions is shown in figure 9. 

The margin elements of the causal template are indicated by 

A1, A2, … , A24. 

We move the above casual template on the created image in 

the 2-5 sections, then calculate the “S” variable for each step 

by the equation 1. 

S = A1+A2+… +A24                                                      (1) 

 

Fig. 9. Casual Template with 7*7 Dimension 

 

Fig. 10. A Sample for the “AND” Operator 

If s=0, it means that pixels of the casual template are noisy 

(unwanted edge) and if s=1, it means that these are a part of 

the real contour. So 'casual template' determine the noisy 

region and correct region and can create a mask matrix. 

Consider mask matrix that all of its elements are 1. Then if 

s=0, we zero the region of the 7*7 elements in the mask 

matrix, and if s=1, nothing. Also, we must zero the narrow 

margin of the mask matrix because the casual template has 

incorrect results in image margins. Finally, we ensure a mask 

matrix that consists of “1” elements and “0” elements. We 

assume the “1” element as a contour area and the “0” as a 

noisy area.  

III.  “AND” OPERATOR 

 If we apply the matrix of contour detected by any approach 

and mask matrix in sections 2-6 to an “AND” operator, then 

ensure a contour that many of its context noises are deleted 

and have a few unwanted edges. It’s shown in figure 10. 

 

Fig. 11. The Contours of Figure 1 That Improved by Our 

Approach 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We implemented our approach in “Visual Basic” 

programming software and tested for images presented in 

figure 1. The results are shown in figure 11. It is clear that 

many unwanted edges in any contour are deleted and obtained 

contour in any operator is better than figure 1. Also, we tested 

our approach for many images. Some of these are shown in 

figure 12 and figure 13. The left column shows the real image 

and the right column shows the edge image provided by our 

approach.  For each image, we adjust the parameter of the 

algorithm. These are shown in Table- I as b1, t1, b2, and t2.   

 

Fig. 12. Two Experimental Results. Images from top to 

Bottom Correspond to Eagle and Kleenex Box That 

Located in A Different Context 
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Fig. 13. Some Experimental Results. Images from top to 

Bottom Correspond to Snips, Cup, book and Sharpener 

that are Located in Different Contexts. 

 

Table – I Adjusted Parameter for Proposed Algorithm in 

Indicated Images. 

There is no problem in parameter setting; because parameters 

are near together and set by a few trial and error experiments. 

If the texture of the image is fixed in different images, there 

is no requirement for parameter setting. We see, in all images 

the provided edge images have a few unwanted edges and are 

suitable for contour detection tasks. Also, our approach has 

low performance in special textures (such as textures that 

have long traces or textures with low boundary information). 

For compensating it, we can use other edge detector 

approaches or other filtering methods for improvement of 

response.   

A. Performance Measures 

Although, there are some methods for evaluation of edge 

detection algorithms [10], we use a proposed method [6] to 

evaluating the performance of our approach. The equation 2 

shows the performance of the method. 

̦𝐏 =
𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝐸)

𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝐸)+𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝐸𝐹𝑃)+𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝐸𝐹𝑁)
                                       (2) 

 

Table -II. Measured Performance for Different Contour 

Detectors Presented in Figure 1. (Without using our 

Approach and with Using Our Approach) 

Where card(X) denotes the number of elements of set X. also 

E, EFP, and EFN denote correctly detected contour pixels, 

false positives, and false negatives respectively. 

The performance measure "P" is a scalar value in the interval 

[0,1]. If all true contour pixels are correctly detected and no 

background pixels are falsely detected as contour pixel, then 

P=1. It is clear that higher values for "P" is better. 

Table -II shows the measured performances for different 

contour detectors presented in figure 1 without using our 

approach and with using our approach. It is clear that our 

approach improves performance in any contour detectors.  

B. Discussion on Casual Template Size 

The selection of casual template size is dependent on the 

texture type in the image. We can consider that textures with 

tiny traces require the casual templates with small sizes and 

vice versa. In fact, the best value for casual template size may 

be equal to the maximum of traces length. Because, the casual 

template must embrace any traces that are made by texture, 

otherwise the casual template can’t delete unwanted edges 

that are larger than itself size. But, there are some problems 

still. For example, if traces are neighbors together, those 

adhere together and cause make larger traces. So, the casual 

template can’t delete traces. Also, the selection of a large 

value for the casual template, cause that contour regions on 

the mask matrix will thicken and therefore, the unwanted 

edges that are neighbor to the contour are more reminded in 

the final edge image rather than the casual template with 

small size. See figure 14. We have shown images that created 

from the butterfly image. It is clear that increasing of the 

casual template size is undesirable in this case. However, 

increasing of casual template size is undesirable in some 

images, but there are some images that require large casual 

template.  

In general, there is an optimum value for the casual template 

size. Although, determining of optimum value is difficult 

problem, but we can consider some relationships between this 

value and the parameters of the our algorithm. 

https://www.doi.org/10.54105/ijvlsid.A1213.033123
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Fig. 14. Two Sample for Change in Casual Template Size. 

Top Images Created by b=7 and Down Images Created 

by b=11.Also Left Images Are Mask Matrix and Right 

Images are Final Edge Images. 

C. Discussion on Parameters of Proposed Algorithm 

The parameters of the proposed algorithm are b1, t1, b2, and 

t2. We must set the above parameters for getting the best 

result. Some parameters are more important rather than others 

parameters and must be adjusted carefully. For example, t1 

and t2 are more important rather than b1 and b2. In fact, our 

algorithm is very sensitive to t1 and t2, whiles it has low 

sensitivity to b1 and b2. We are shown the effect of the 

parameters variation on the final edge image in the bellow 

figures. figure 15 shows b1 variation, whiles other parameters 

are constant. It is observable that the optimum value for b1 is 

5 in this case. figure 16 shows t1 variation, whiles other 

parameters are constant. It is observable that the optimum 

value for t1 is 16 in this case. Also, we have shown the effect 

of b2 variation on the final edge image in figure 17. We see 

that the optimum value for b2 is between 5 and 10. Because, 

there are more unwanted edges for the b2<5 modes, and some 

parts of the real contour are deleted for b2>10 state. Finally, 

we have shown in figure 18 how to final edge image varies 

by parameter t2 variation. We see that the best value for t2 is 

165 approximately. From the above discussions, it result is 

ensured that there is an optimum value for each parameter that 

has a middle value. There are three methods for evaluation of 

these parameters: 1-trial and error 2-computational methods 

that compute parameters based on image information 

(contextual information). 3-Artificial neural network 

methods that compute parameters by using trained ANN with 

perfect and totally image sets. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an approach for the reduction of unwanted edges 

in object recognition tasks is presented. Our approach can be 

used as a preprocessing step before contour detection. 

 

Fig. 15. Effect of b1 variation on final edge image. In all images t1=16, b2=5, and t2=165. 

 

Fig. 16. Effect of t1 Variation on Final Edge Images. In all image b1=5, b2=5, and t2=165. 

 

Fig. 17. Effect of b2 Variation on Final Edge Images. In all image b1=5, t1=16, and t2=165. 
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Fig. 18. Effect of t2 Variation on Final Edge Images. In all image b1=5, t1=16, and b2=5. 

Our experimental results show that in different images with 

different textures the proposed method has produced the 

efficient and noiseless edges that have high performances (P) 

in different image processing tasks. But our approach has low 

performance in some types of textures, such as textures with 

long or large traces. In this state, we can use an artificial 

neural network filtering [2, 17, 20] instead of local filtering 

presented in section 2.6 by a MLP neural network that is 

trained with a large and perfect training set. In fact, the 

artificial neural network determines noisy regions and desired 

regions in here and then mask matrix is created. As a future 

work we can optimize the size of the casual template. Because 

there is an optimum value for the casual template in a special 

texture that provided the best result. Also, we can research on 

the relationship between the value of parameters and image 

information and can ensure a computational (or neural) 

method for computing algorithm parameters.  
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